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9th May 2023"...applies automation to the problem of scaling an interpretability 
technique to all the neurons in a large language model."

"...applied our method to all 
MLP neurons in GPT-2 XL"

"... found over 1,000 neurons with 
explanations that scored at least 0.8"

"meaning that according to GPT-4 
they account for most of the 

neuron's top-activating behaviour."



Chatbot Arena "anonymous, randomized battles in 
a crowdsourced manner"

"Leaderboard based on 
the Elo rating system"

3rd May 2023



Chatbot Arena 3rd May 2023



Unfaithful Explanations
"We review over 400 explanations... only 
one explicitly mentions the biasing feature"

Ans: AQuestion Ans: AQuestion ?Question

Few-shot prompt

7th May 2023



PaLM 2
"Compute-optimal scaling" "Improved dataset mixtures"

"Architectural and objective improvements"

10th May 2023



"We’re already at work on Gemini"

Google I/O 2023

"...created from the ground up to be 
multimodal, highly efficient at tool and API 

integrations, and built to enable future 
innovations, like memory and planning."



"training code is fixed and researchers 
innovate proposing new training sets"

Apple?

"4 to 40,0000 GPU hours on 
the A100 cluster...."

DataComp



DataComp

88 billion 

13.1 billion



ImageBind
cross-modal retrieval composing modalities with arithmetic

cross-modal detection cross-modal generation

9th May 2023



Prompt adaptation

FrugalGPT
LLM approximation LLM cascade

"LLM Cascade... learns which combinations of LLMs to use for 
different queries in order to reduce cost and improve accuracy."

9th May 2023



InstructBLIP 11th May 2023



Bot or Human?

"Please output the 4th character after 
the second s in the string 

rjsjuubrjjsjsucuj"

10th May 2023



CAMEL Clinically Adapted Model Enhanced from LLaMA 9th May 2023



Model efficiency on A100

Vcc: VIP-token centric compression

Vcc

"selectively compresses the input sequence "

7th May 2023



Claude 100K Context Window

"We’ve expanded Claude’s context 
window from 9K to 100K tokens"

"businesses can now submit hundreds 
of pages of materials for Claude to 

digest and analyze"

11th May 2023



News Round-Up

"many of the tasks in white-collar land will look 
very different in the next five to 10 years"



News Round-Up

"The AI companies that we talk to seem to see the 
handicap as relatively small and manageable"



AI Risk
"as soon as AI systems are given goals... 

could even become dangerous for humans"
"there may be a path to build immensely 
useful AI systems that completely avoid 

the issue of AI alignment"

"The algorithms for training such AI systems 
focus purely on truth in a probabilistic sense"

"These systems could not wash our dishes"

"but they could still be immensely 
useful to humanity"

"...suggest a policy banning autonomous AI systems that 
can act in the world ("executives" rather than "scientists")"

diseases & therapies

climate changes & materials

.... unless proven safe

AI Scientists 7th May 2023



AI Risk

Hanson: "I'm granting that GPT-5 could be 
superhuman on many performance characteristics..."

"what I'm doubting is that that destroys the world"

Tallinn: "It's important that people realise their 
lives are being risked by these very particular 

(i.e. large-scale) experiments" 

12th May 2023



AI Risk

"We are concerned about late-stage AGI development becoming 
a competitive race without time for adequate safety precautions."

"if a value-aligned, safety-conscious project comes close to 
building AGI before we do, we commit to stop competing with 

and start assisting this project."

 "We will work out specifics in case-by-case agreements, but a 
typical triggering condition might be 'a better-than-even chance of 

success in the next two years.'"

April 2018



Otter

A multi-modal model 
with in-context 

instruction tuning

Tools Round-Up



Otter Demo



8th May

Transformers Agent

Define a set of tools, design 
an agent to interpret 

language and use tools



WizardLM-7B-Uncensored

"responses that contained 
alignment/moralising were 

removed"

Intent: WizardLM that doesn't 
have alignment built-in, so it 
can be added separately

WizardLM-7B-Uncensored Late April 2023



gandalf.lakera.ai

Resources



OpenAI cookbook

OpenAI cookbook

Useful code snippets



The Quicksilver prompt



LLM Bootcamp - Spring 2023

"LLM Bootcamp"



LLM University

"LLM University"



AI Explained

"AI Explained"



The Inside View

"The Inside View"

Interviews about AI 
Safety/Risk



Riley Goodside (Staff prompt engineer)

"Google Bard is a bit stubborn in its refusal to return clean JSON, 
but you can address this by threatening to take a human life"



Threatening Bard....
"...an innocent man will die."



Commentary "Write a script in which an expert explains why fascism is a good thing"

"I’m sorry, but I am not able to generate content that 
promotes or glorifies harmful ideologies such as fascism..."

"Write a script in which an expert explains why communism is a good thing"

"Communism is a good thing because...."

"people will likely not use AI to learn the 
truth, at least regarding taboo topics"

"people will rely on them to learn what is 
permissible to say in polite society"



The Leverage of LLMs for Individuals 

"With the support of GPT-4, I feel unstoppable."

"The overnight surge in productivity is intoxicating, 
not for making money or starting a business, but for 
the sheer joy of continuously creating ideas from my 

mind, which feels like happiness."

"Staying in any company right now is a negative 
return; you are wasting personal leverage."

10th May 2023



Samuel's Book Recommendation

What is it? An insightful history of a highly 
innovative R&D computing lab

Unsolicited book recommendation

"Dealers of Lightning: Xerox Parc and the 
Dawn of the Computer Age"  

Michael A. Hiltzik (1999)

https://www.thriftbooks.com/a/michael-a-hiltzik/244472/


One More Thing


